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Positron annihilation spectroscopy is used to study point defects in Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 crystals with
low Mn content 0  x  0:042 with disordered zincblende and chalcopyrite structure. The role of
negatively charged vacancies and non-open-volume defects is discussed with respect to the high
p-type conductivity with carrier concentration 1019  p  1021 cm3 in our samples. Neutral As
vacancies, together with negatively charged Zn vacancies and non-open-volume defects with
concentrations around 1016  1018 cm3 , are observed to increase with increasing Mn content in
the alloy. The observed concentrations of defects are not sufficient to be responsible for the
strong p-type conductivity of our crystals. Therefore, we suggest that other types of defects, such
as extended defects, have a strong influence on the conductivity of Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 crystals.
C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4887118]
V

I. INTRODUCTION

Diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMSs) are an intensively developed group of materials designed usually on the
basis of a III–V or II–VI semiconductor matrix alloyed with
transition metals or rare earth elements.1–3 Since it is difficult
to obtain room temperature carrier mediated ferromagnetism
in conventional DMSs like Ga1–xMnxAs (see Ref. 4), significant attention has been turned to more complex compounds.
High p-type conductivity and significant solubility of Mn
ions are necessary for increasing the Curie temperature
above 300 K in this class of compounds.
Mn alloyed II-IV-V2 chalcopyrite semiconductors
became a subject of considerable interest in the last few
years since room temperature ferromagnetism was found in
several alloys belonging to this group.5,6 It was claimed that
II-IV-V2 DMSs with a high p-type conductivity can show
itinerant or defect mediated ferromagnetism at room temperature.7 The high Curie temperature together with high p-type
conductivity with carrier concentration p > 1019 cm3 was
recently observed in one of II-IV-V2 representatives, i.e.,
Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 crystals with x > 0.07.8–10 In our earlier
papers, we showed that room temperature ferromagnetism in
both Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 and Cd1–xMnxGeAs2 alloys is a result
of short range magnetic interactions due to the presence of
MnAs nanoclusters.10 Moreover, our recent study reports a
significant value of the Mn-ion-conducting hole exchange integral Jpd ¼ (0.75 6 0.09) eV for Zn0.997Mn0.003GeAs2 crystal.11,12 It is hence evident that only at the low dilution limit
of Mn in Zn1–xMnxGeAs2, one can expect to observe itinerant ferromagnetism.
In this paper, we identify different defect states in
Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 DMS with the use of positron annihilation
spectroscopy techniques. Our studies are focused on samples
with low Mn content 0  x  0:042, where high quality
a)
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Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 crystals without any signatures of secondary
phases can be grown. We have shown earlier (see Ref. 13)
that in the case of the samples with x > 0.05, only neutral
As vacancies can be identified with the use of positron annihilation spectroscopy and these cannot be responsible for
the high p-type conductivity typically observed in Zn1–xMnx
GeAs2 crystals. Positron annihilation spectroscopy is a
powerful technique for probing negatively charged defects.
The inter-grain regions related to the MnAs clusters and
extended defects present in the previously studied samples
were likely trapping most of the positrons, causing problems
with detection of cation related Zn or Ge vacancies, most
probably present in these crystals with high concentrations.
We find here that at low dilution limit, a disordered zincblende structure of Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 alloy is preferred, except
for the sample with x ¼ 0.003, where low Mn dilution seems
to stabilize the chalcopyrite structure. The presence of negatively charged ionic non-open-volume defects together with
negative Zn and neutral As vacancy type defects was
detected for disordered zincblende and chalcopyrite crystals,
respectively. The concentrations of the observed defects are
in the range of 1016–1018 cm3. The observed concentration
of defects is not sufficient to be responsible for the strong
p-type conductivity of our crystals with carrier concentrations 1019 > p > 1020 cm3 . It is therefore likely that other
types of defects, not detected by positron annihilation spectroscopy, have a strong influence on the conductivity of
Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 crystals.
II. BASIC CHARACTERIZATION

We investigate bulk Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 crystals grown by
the direct fusion method from high purity ZnAs2, Ge, and
Mn powders taken in stoichiometric ratios.14 The growth
was performed at a temperature of about 1200 K. The Mndoped crystals were cooled from the growth temperature
down to 300 K with relatively high speed (about 5–10 K/s) in
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order to improve the homogeneity of the samples and to prevent Mn clustering and diffusion out of the crystals. The as
grown ingots were cut into thin slices (typically around
1 mm thick) perpendicular to the growth direction with the
use of a precision wire saw. Each crystal slice was chemically cleaned, etched, and mechanically polished prior to the
further characterization.
The chemical composition of the samples was determined by using the energy dispersive x-ray fluorescence
method (EDXRF). The typical relative uncertainty of this
method is not exceeding 10% of the calculated value of x.
The EDXRF analysis shows that our Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 samples have Mn content x in the range of 0  x  0:042 (see
Table I). Within the measurement accuracy, all the studied
crystals preserve the correct stoichiometry of Zn:Ge:As
equal to 1:1:2.

zincblende and tetragonal chalcopyrite structures is justified
by the phase diagram of the ternary Zn-Ge-As system16 in
which both compounds lie on the same line connecting
ZnAs2 and Ge. It must be pointed out that diffraction patterns
for both disordered zincblende and chalcopyrite structures
(see Ref. 16) are located very close to each other and it is possible to distinguish them only with the use of a state-of-theart diffractometer. We want to emphasize that all our crystals
have almost the perfect stoichiometry of Zn1–xMnxGeAs2, as
determined with the use of the EDXRF technique. Hence it is
evident that the studied alloy is the ZnGeAs2 compound, but
the presence of the cubic disordered zincblende structure is a
signature of a large chemical disorder of the alloy, widely
observed in ternary chalcopyrite systems,17 reflecting a mixing of the Zn and Ge atoms in the cation sublattice.
B. Hall effect

A. X-ray diffraction

High resolution x-ray diffraction method (HRXRD) was
used to study the structural properties of Zn1–xMnxGeAs2
crystals. Measurements were done with the use of multipurpose X’Pert PRO MPD, Panalytical diffractometer (Cu Ka1
radiation was used with wavelength k ¼ 1.5406 Å) configured for Bragg-Brentano diffraction geometry and equipped
with a strip detector and an incident-beam Johansson monochromator. In order to increase the quality and accuracy of
the diffraction patterns, the data acquisition in each measurement was carried out over several hours. The indexing procedure of measured diffraction patterns as well as lattice
parameters calculations was performed using SCANIX
2.60PC program.15
The analysis of the HRXRD results shows that two cubic
disordered zincblende phases with a ¼ 5.6462 6 0.0002 Å
and a ¼ 5.9055 6 0.0007 Å are the main crystallographic
phases for the pure ZnGeAs2 crystal. The addition of a small
quantity of Mn (x ¼ 0.003) to the Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 alloy stabilizes the tetragonal chalcopyrite structure with a ¼ 5.6751
6 0.0002 Å and c ¼ 11.1534 6 0.0005 Å. Moreover, the presence of the zincblende phase with a ¼ 5.6471 6 0.0004 Å is
identified in the Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 sample with x ¼ 0.003.
Further increase in the Mn content above x ¼ 0.003 results in
a change of the main crystallographic phase of the alloy back
to the cubic disordered zincblende structure. The lattice
parameters determined for Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 crystals with
x > 0.01 are similar to the ones reported for the pure
ZnGeAs2 sample. The coexistence of cubic disordered
TABLE I. Results of the basic characterization of Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 samples,
including chemical content x and electrical properties: resistivity qxx, carrier
concentration p, and carrier mobility l obtained at T ¼ 300 K.

x 6 Dx
0
0.003 6 0.001
0.014 6 0.001
0.027 6 0.002
0.042 6 0.004

qxx 6 Dqxx
½102 X  cm

p 6 Dp
½1019 cm3 

l 6 Dl
½cm2 =ðV  sÞ

8.8 6 0.1
24.9 6 0.1
5.4 6 0.1
14.3 6 0.1
5.9 6 0.1

8.3 6 0.2
1.9 6 0.1
11.6 6 0.3
7.6 6 0.2
10.8 6 0.3

8.6 6 0.3
13.0 6 0.4
10.0 6 0.4
5.7 6 0.2
9.9 6 0.3

In order to obtain information about fundamental electrical properties of the Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 alloy, temperature dependent magnetotransport measurements were performed.
The standard six contact dc method was used for electrical
characterization of the samples. The detailed magnetotransport studies of the Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 samples studied in this
work are presented in Ref. 11. For the purposes of this work,
we revisit the low-field magnetotransport results, e.g., the resistivity qxx and the Hall effect measurements carried out in
the temperature range from 4.3 up to 320 K. The Hall effect
measurements were performed at stabilized magnetic field
B ¼ 61.5 T.
Initially, the temperature dependence of the resistivity
parallel to the current direction, qxx, in the absence of external magnetic field is studied. The obtained results show that
in the case of all our samples, a metallic qxx(T) dependence
is observed, a behavior characteristic of degenerate semiconductors. It indicates that the carrier transport is not due to the
thermal activation of band carriers. Resistivity values
obtained at T ¼ 300 K for samples with different chemical
compositions are summarized in Table I. The results indicate
only a small difference between the resistance values for the
investigated samples. There seems to be no evident trend in
the qxx values with the chemical composition of the
Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 alloy.
The measurements of the Hall effect as a function of
temperature allow us to determine the temperature dependence of the Hall carrier concentration, p, in all our samples.
The results show that all the Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 crystals have
p-type conductivity with relatively high carrier concentrations in the range of 1019  p  1020 cm3 and relatively
low carrier mobilities 5 < l < 13 cm2 =ðV  sÞ.11 It is generally considered that the high concentration of conducting
holes in ZnGeAs2 is due to the existence of a large number
of negatively charged Zn or Ge vacancy type defects.18 A
difference of the Hall carrier concentration is observed in
two Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 samples with similar chemical content
(x < 0.004) possessing chalcopyrite and disordered zincblende structure, respectively. This difference is very likely
due to the fact that in a disordered zincblende sample, the
chemical disorder on the cation sites is much larger than in a
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chalcopyrite structure, which results in a higher concentration of electrically active defects leading to an increase in
the concentration of free conducting holes. All our zincblende crystals with different Mn content show similar carrier concentration p and mobility l suggesting that Mn
alloying does not significantly affect the number of defects
in the material.
The temperature dependence of the Hall carrier mobility
(Fig. 1) is an increasing function of temperature at T < 50 K,
while at T > 50 K, the trend is opposite. The positive slope of
l(T) dependence at T < 50 K is a signature that the ionicscattering mechanism is involved in the carrier transport at
low temperatures. On the other hand, the negative slope of
p(T) dependence at T > 50 K is a signature of a phonon scattering in our material. The influence of different scattering
mechanisms on the temperature dependence of the carrier
mobility in a degenerate semiconductor can be expressed
1
with the use of Matthiessen’s Rule l1 ¼ l1
ph þ ldi , where
1
lph is the lattice scattering due to phonons and l1
di is the
scattering due to i-th defect type present in the material. The
scattering due to ionized impurities can be exactly expressed
within the Brooks-Herring theory. There are two major reasons why it is not possible to apply Brooks-Herring formulation: (i) the relevant material parameters for ZnGeAs2 are
not known and (ii) the carrier mobility of the samples is well
below 50 cm2 =ðV  sÞ even at low temperatures, which
means that the carrier transport cannot be strictly described
by Drude theory. The low temperature region (T < 50 K) of
the l(T) dependence for a p-type semiconductor is expected
to be proportional to / T 2:2 for GaAs while for our samples, the magnitude of the exponent is much smaller. It indicates that more than a single type of scattering centers is
involved in the reduction of the l(T) dependence at low temperatures. At T > 50 K, the l(T) dependence can be fitted to
the power law with exponents in the range 0.5 to 0.8 for
most of the samples. The mobility due to acoustic phonon
scattering is expected to be proportional to T3=2, while the
mobility due to optical phonon scattering is expected to be
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proportional to T1=2. The values obtained for our samples
point into the conclusion that the optical phonon scattering is
the major scattering process in ZnGeAs2 crystals.
III. DEFECT IDENTIFICATION BY MEANS OF
POSITRON ANNIHILATION SPECTROSCOPY
A. Experimental details

Positron annihilation experiments consisted of positron
lifetime and Doppler broadening measurements performed
on the as-grown Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 crystals. The temperature
of the sample was controlled during the experiment with the
use of a closed-cycle helium cryostat and a resistive heating
system in the range of 15  T  520 K.
The positron lifetime was measured using a standard
fast-fast coincidence spectrometer with a time resolution of
about 250 ps.19 The 20 lCi positron source (22Na deposited
on a 1.5-lm thick Al foil) was placed between two identical
sample pieces during the measurement. Typically about
3  106 annihilation events were collected for each measurement point. The lifetime spectrum
expressed as a sum of
P
exponential decays, nðtÞ ¼ i Ii expðt=si Þ, can be decomposed into a few components convoluted with the Gaussian
resolution function of the spectrometer, after background
and source component subtraction. The positron in state i
annihilates with a lifetime si and intensity Ii. The state in
question can be the delocalized state in the lattice or the
localized state atP
a vacancy type defect. The average positron
lifetime, save ¼ i si Ii , is insensitive to decomposition procedure, and even small changes around 1 ps can be reliably
measured. The increase in save above the lifetime of a perfect
crystal, sB, is a signature that vacancy type defects, at which
positrons are effectively trapped, are present in a material
with a concentration higher than 1015 cm3. In the case of
one dominant vacancy type defect with a specific lifetime,
sV, the decomposition of experimental spectra into two lifetime components, s1 and s2, is straightforward to interpret
since s2 ¼ sV.
The Doppler broadening measurements were carried out
simultaneously with positron lifetime measurements with the
use of a high-purity Ge detector with an energy resolution of
1.3 keV at 511 keV. The Doppler spectra are analyzed with
the conventional S and W parameters, defined as fractions of
counts in the low momentum range ðpz < 0:4 a:u:Þ and high
momentum range ð1:6 a:u: < pz < 4 a:u:Þ, respectively.
Typically, the electron-positron momentum distribution narrows (S parameter increases) when positrons annihilate as
trapped at vacancies. The W parameter is more sensitive than
the S parameter to the chemical identities of the atoms surrounding the positron annihilation site, as core electrons
have wider momentum distributions compared with less
localized valence electrons.
B. Results and analysis

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the Hall carrier mobility l measured for
the Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 samples with different chemical content x (markers).
The lines represent the power functions fitted to the experimental data.

Temperature dependent positron lifetime measurements
were performed in order to identify defect types and their
charge state in Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 crystals (see Fig. 2). The
obtained save is higher in the entire studied temperature range
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FIG. 2. The temperature dependencies of the positron lifetime and positron
Doppler broadening data, including (a) the average positron lifetime measured (markers) and fitted to the positron trapping model (lines), (b) positron
lifetime spectra decomposition results, including the lifetimes s1 and s2, and
(c) the Doppler broadening S and W parameters obtained for the
Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 samples containing different amount of Mn (see legend).

than the bulk lifetime sB ¼ 225 6 5 ps estimated earlier for
the perfect ZnGeAs2 lattice.13 This indicates that positrons
are trapped at vacancy defects in these samples.
However, the save(T) dependencies for disorderedzincblende and chalcopyrite structured Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 samples have different shapes. A decrease in save for T < 300 K
down to save ð20 KÞ  240 6 5 ps is due to positron trapping
in negatively charged ion-type defects, present in disorderedzincblende samples. The presence of non-open-volume ionic
traps is further justified by the fact that save decreases at low
temperatures to the value close to sB ¼ 225 6 5 ps. The shape
of the save(T) curves at 50 < T < 270 K is a typical signature
of positron detrapping from these ionic traps. The decrease
in the average positron lifetime with increasing temperature
at T > 350 K is a clear indication of the observed vacancy
defects being in the negative charge state. These temperature
dependencies originate from the T1=2 dependence of the
trapping coefficient for negatively charged defects, and
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thermal escape from shallow (less than 150 meV positron
binding energy) levels produced by negative ion-type
defects.19
In the case of the chalcopyrite Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 sample,
the save(T) dependence shows a positive slope for T < 450 K
and a saturation at higher temperatures. There are two possible explanations for the difference between the temperature dependence for this sample compared with the others.
In principle, the binding energy to the negative ion type
defects could be clearly higher in this sample, resulting in
the efficient detrapping only at higher temperatures, as
observed in GaN (Ref. 20 and 21). However, in this case,
the data at low temperatures (at T < 200 K) should saturate
to a constant value. Hence the second explanation is
more likely, i.e., the vacancy defects observed in this sample are in the neutral charge state, allowing for the negative
ions to affect the lifetime data at much higher temperatures
(since the trapping to neutral vacancies is temperatureindependent).
A general increase in the average positron lifetime
(compared at T ¼ 300 K) with increasing Mn content is
observed. It suggests that the concentration of vacancy type
defects is an increasing function of Mn content in the samples. In order to make more detailed analysis of the defect
identities and concentrations, the different components of
the spectra need to be resolved.
The temperature dependent positron lifetime data can be
described within simple positron trapping model.19 In this
model, the trapping coefficient to electrically neutral vacancies, lV ¼ jV =cV , does not depend on temperature. On the
other hand, in the case of negatively charged vacancies, the
trapping coefficient varies as lV / T 1=2 . Positrons can also
be trapped at hydrogen-like Rydberg states surrounding negatively charged ion-type defects with trapping rate varying
also as lV / T 1=2 (for details see Ref. 22). The trapping of
positrons to shallow traps is especially important at low temperatures. The thermal escape of positrons from hydrogenlike Rydberg states can be described using the following
equation:
 
3


m þ kB T 2
 exp Eb;st =kB T ;
(1)
dst ¼ lR
2
2ph
where lR is the positron trapping coefficient to the lowest
hydrogen-like Rydberg state, Eb,st is the positron binding
energy of the lowest Rydberg state, and mþ ’ m0 is the
effective mass of the positron. In principle, positrons may
also escape from the Rydberg states around negatively
charged vacancies, but we assume that this transition is so
fast that this effect can be neglected. The above assumption
is supported by results obtained in the case of GaN (Ref. 19)
and other compound semiconductors. An effective trapping
rate of the shallow traps can be expressed with the use of the
following equation:
jst
f
;
(2)
jef
st ¼
1 þ dst =kst
where kst ’ kB is the annihilation rate of positrons trapped
at the Rydberg state and jst ¼ lR Vst is directly related to
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the concentration of negatively charged ionic positron traps
cst.
The positron lifetime spectra can be usually decomposed into a few lifetime components related to the positron
annihilation in different states. The average lifetime is
expressed as
X
gDj sDj ;
(3)
sav ¼ gB sB þ
j

where g and s are the annihilation fraction and positron lifetime in the free state of the lattice B and j-th defect state D.
The annihilation fractions are related to the trapping rates
through the following equations:
gB ¼

kB þ

kB
P

ef f
j jDj

;

g Dj

f
jef
Dj
¼
:
P
f
kB þ j0 jef
Dj0

(4)

The positron lifetime spectra are decomposed into two
lifetime components, s1 and s2. Fitting of more than two
components results in a very large statistical error, indicating
that only two components can be resolved. The temperature
dependencies of s1 and s2 and the second lifetime intensity,
I2, are presented in Fig. 2(b). At the highest measurement
temperatures, the estimated bulk lifetime sB ¼ ðs1  s2 Þ=
ðs1 þ s2  save Þ ¼ 235610 ps. This is close to the earlier
estimated bulk lifetime of 225 ps. The increase in s1 (towards
sB) with decreasing temperature is a result of lifetime mixing
caused by the trapping of positrons by negative ions that produce the same lifetime as the defect-free lattice. If negative
ions were not present, the shorter component s1 would
decrease with decreasing temperature as the trapping to the
negatively
charged
vacancy
defects
increases
1
þ
jÞ
in
the
single-defect
model).
(s1 ¼ ðs1
B
The measurements of the Doppler broadening of the
electron-positron annihilation line were performed simultaneously with the positron lifetime measurements as shown in
Fig. 2. The temperature dependence of the Doppler broadening S and W parameters shows a behavior qualitatively similar to that of the average positron lifetime, but as opposed to
the lifetime behavior, the changes with temperature are
clearly smaller than the variations from sample to sample.
Hence, the effects of the negatively charged vacancies and
negative ion-type defects are clearly observable, but the S
and W parameters suggest that the exact defect identities
may be different in differently Mn-doped samples.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Positron lifetimes

The results of the present studies extend our previous
investigations of point defects in Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 crystals
with rather high Mn content ð0:053  x < 0:182Þ (see
Ref. 13) into low Mn dilution limit 0  x  0:042. There are
several differences between the current samples and the previously studied crystals, mostly in their structural properties.10 In contrast to the previously studied samples, the
aggregation of magnetic ions into MnAs clusters is not
observed, hence the positron annihilation measurements are

not affected by the positron trapping into metallic precipitates. In addition, it was possible to produce crystals of two
different crystal structures, i.e., disordered zincblende and
chalcopyrite structure, which allows us to analyze the effect
of the crystal structure on the defect generation.
Equation (3) can be fitted to the temperature dependent
positron lifetime spectra (Fig. 2(a)) using the trapping rates
and binding energies to the Rydberg states as the fitting parameters. As we can see there, we obtained rather fair but
not perfect agreement between the experimental results and
the fitted theoretical lines. It is a clear signature that the
defect identification was not complete in the studied material. The best fits to the experimental data were obtained
with the positron binding energy values close to Eb;st ’ 90
6 15 meV and Eb;st ’ 170610 meV for disordered zincblende and chalcopyrite samples, respectively. The concentrations of defects can be calculated assuming the trapping
coefficient to the negatively charged vacancies to be around
lVk ¼ 3  1015 s1 at 300 K for cation defect.22 The concentration of negative vacancies in disordered zincblende crystals was obtained to be equal to ½VD  ¼ ðjD =lD Þ  Nat
’ 2:8 4:4  1016 cm3 , where Nat ¼ 4.2  1022 cm3 is the
atomic density of ZnGeAs2 compound.
The concentration of negative vacancies observed herein
is an increasing function of Mn content x. On the other hand,
in the case of neutral anion vacancy defects observed in chalcopyrite crystal, the trapping coefficient is lower than in the
case of disordered zincblende samples and is equal to
lVa ¼ 1  1015 s1.22 The concentration of neutral vacancy
type defects estimated in the case of chalcopyrite sample is
equal to [VD] ¼ 1.7  1017 cm3. Additionally, the concentration of ionic non-open-volume defects is estimated from the
trapping coefficient jst to be close to [Vst] ¼ 2.5  1017 cm3
in the disordered zincblende crystals and [Vst] ¼ 7.5
 1017 cm3 for the chalcopyrite sample.
The concentrations of both ionic non-open-volume and
vacancy type defects obtained on the basis of positron data
in the case of all the studied crystals are insufficient to be the
source of high concentrations of conducting holes
p ’ 1019 1020 cm3 . However, in the case of the chalcopyrite crystal, the presence of rather high concentration of
negative defects is detected, contrary to the results presented
in Ref. 13. This is probably due to the much better structural
quality of the present samples, with respect to older samples.
The higher lifetime component s2 is an increasing function of temperature (see Fig. 2(b)) in all the studied samples
up to temperatures around 400 K, where it saturates with values around s2 ’ 315 6 5 ps. This could mean that positrons
are trapped into two different types of vacancy defects in all
investigated crystals. In the case of GaAs, the Ga sublattice
vacancy has a lifetime of about 260 ps, and the As vacancy
about 295 ps in the neutral, and about 260 ps in the negative
charge state.19 Since the bulk lifetime observed in the case
of Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 crystals is similar to that of GaAs, and
the higher lifetime component s2 is similar to that of neutral
As vacancy in GaAs, it is probable that in the present case,
we do again observe the presence of As vacancies, like in
our previous work (Ref. 13). The mixing of two different
types of defects into s2 is consistent with the fits of the
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temperature dependent average positron lifetime reproducing
the experimental data with moderate accuracy.
The ternary ZnGeAs2 compound, an isoelectronic analogue of binary GaAs, is normally obtained as p-type material with carrier concentration 1018–1019 cm3 at room
temperature.23 The control of their electrical properties is
difficult. It is believed that the high p-type conductivity in
this material is stimulated by the presence of VZn and GeAs
defects.23 It is therefore tempting to assign the experimentally observed defects to these.
B. Doppler broadening data

A typical form of presenting results of the positron
Doppler broadening spectroscopy, enabling a more detailed
interpretation of the data, is plotting them on the W(S) plane.
In order to make the W(S) plot more clearly legible, only
some points obtained at temperatures separated by 100 K are
selected and plotted for all the Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 samples
shown in Fig. 3. The experimentally observed positron
Doppler broadening parameters, namely, S and W, are modeled theoretically using ab-initio methods.24 The zero positron density limit of the two component density functional
theory (TCDFT) (Ref. 25) is used to calculate structural and
electronic properties of the chalcopyrite and zincblende
Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 crystals. A local density approximation
(LDA) together with a projector augmented-wave method
(PAW) implemented in Viena Ab-initio Simulation Package
(VASP)26 is used during self-consistent calculations of the
valence electron densities in the studied structures.
The calculations of electronic properties of both chalcopyrite and zincblende ZnGeAs2 crystals are done using
64-atom supercell structures. The chemical disorder present
in disordered zincblende samples is neglected in the

FIG. 3. Characteristic W vs S parameters (normalized to the lowest experimental values Sref ¼ 0.440 and Wref ¼ 0.047) obtained at different temperatures (see labels) for selected Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 samples with different
chemical compositions (see legend) together with the theoretical values of
W vs S calculated for the free state of the lattice and for different defects:
zinc VZn, germanium VGe, and arsenic VAs monovacancies for the chalcopyrite and zincblende structure.
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calculations. The estimated cutoff energy for the studied system is equal to 320 eV. The calculations are done with 3s
and 4p electrons of Zn, Ge, and As, treated as valence electrons. The lattice and ionic relaxation is considered before
electronic structure calculations with a convergence criterium for forces of maximum 0.01 eV/Å by including positron
induced forces on ions. During the electronic structure calculations, the Brillouin zone is sampled with 33 MonkhorstPack k-point mesh.
The positron states are calculated using the so-called
conventional scheme, and the LDA and state-dependent
scheme27 are used for the calculation of positron annihilation
rates and the description of many-body effects in the calculation of the momentum distributions of annihilating electronpositron pairs. The final momentum distributions are
convoluted with a Gaussian function of 0.53 a.u. FWHM to
simulate the experimental resolution in common coincidence
Doppler measurements. All momentum distributions are calculated along the [001] crystal axis. The values of the S and
W parameters calculated for the free state in the chalcopyrite
ch
zb
; VZn
Þ;
and zincblende lattices as well as for Zn ðVZn
ch
zb
ch
zb
GeðVGe ; VGe Þ, and As ðVAs ; VAs Þ monovacancies are gathered in Fig. 3 together with the experimental data. The calculated parameters for the defects and the disordered
zincblende bulk are normalized to the calculated values of
the chalcopyrite bulk.
Defects with no open volume, such as negative ionic
impurities, produce the same annihilation parameters as the
bulk lattice and thus are not observed in the slopes of the
(S, W) plot. Points on the S(W) plane obtained for the lowest
temperatures for the 0.3% and 2.7% samples, located in the
left-upper corner of Fig. 3 are close to the values characteristic for the annihilation of positrons in the volume of the crystal, namely (SB; WB), for chalcopyrite and disordered
zincblende crystals, respectively. The temperature dependent
W(S) curve obtained for chalcopyrite Zn0.997Mn0.003GeAs2
sample (marked with triangles in Fig. 3) forms a nearly
straight line lying between the lines connecting the characteristic positron Doppler parameters for the free state of the
ch
Þ vacancies
lattice and two defect types: (i) negative Zn ðVZn
ch
and (ii) neutral As ðVAs Þ vacancies, respectively. The presence of two different types of open-volume defects is also
visible in s2(T) dependence indicating that at high temperatures (T > 450 K), the positron trapping into the neutral As
vacancies is dominant while at low temperatures (T < 50 K),
the trapping of positrons to the negatively charged ionic
defects is accompanied by positron trapping into negative Zn
vacancies. For the zincblende Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 samples, the
observed W(S) dependencies point into similar interpretation
as for the case of chalcopyrite crystal. Lines connecting the
calculated values of the bulk WB(SB) parameters and W(S)
for different types of point defects have similar slopes. The
experimental points lie on the W(S) plane away from the line
zb
. It indicates that the
connecting ZnGeAs2 lattice and VGe
positron trapping is negligible in this type of negatively
charged defects and it is likely that the concentration of germanium vacancies in our samples is below 1015 cm3. The
W(S) experimental points for disordered zincblende
Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 samples lie within a triangle connecting the
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points characteristic of ZnGeAs2 lattice, Zn, and As vacancies. It is a signature that the positron trapping at T > 270 K
occurs at both Zn and As defect types.
V. SUMMARY

We applied positron annihilation spectroscopy to study
point defects in as-grown bulk Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 crystals. The
present investigations are focused on the low Mn-dilution
limit of ZnGeAs2 with chemical composition of the crystals
varying in the range of 0  x  0:042. The samples crystallized in cubic disordered zincblende or tetragonal chalcopyrite structures without any signatures of Mn-clustering. Hole
conductivity with high carrier concentration 1019  n 
1020 cm3 and low mobility l < 35 cm2/(V s) was observed.
An increase in the carrier concentration accompanied with a
decrease in mobility when increasing the Mn amount in the
samples indicated poor Mn allocation in the alloy causing an
increase in charged defect concentration with x.
The temperature dependent positron lifetime and
Doppler broadening spectroscopies showed the presence of
more than one dominant defect in Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 crystals.
At low temperatures, T < 150 K, positrons were trapped into
two types of defects: (i) negatively charged non-open-volume ionic type defects, arising from structural disorder, having concentrations of an order of 2:5  1017  ½Vst 
 7:5  1017 cm3 and (ii) negatively charged Zn vacancies,
with concentration increasing as a function of Mn content in
the alloy. At higher temperatures, the neutral As vacancies
were observed in all the samples with concentrations of
about 1017 cm3. Despite the detection of a complex defect
structure present in the samples, the estimated concentrations
of point defects are still unable to fully explain the high
p-type conductivity of the Zn1–xMnxGeAs2 crystals. It is
therefore very likely that extended defects or other kinds of
extended structures that are not observed with positron annihilation spectroscopy are present in the material and increase
the concentration of conducting holes in this material.
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